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THE TRAl^SMISSIGN OF STEREO SIGNALS ON LITRES

1. Introduction -

The stereo system at present in use by the BBC requires two
transmission channels to convey the signals from the oource to the

listener. The two channels carry the A and B signals until they

reach the transmitter where they are coded and transmitted as M and b
in multiplex form.

Because the two channels carry related information the end product
is affected not only by distortions to the individual channels but
also by interchannel differences.

The main problems are caused by interchannel gain and phase
differences. Interchannel crosstalk is not a serious problem with

line transmission.

2. The Stereo Listener

\vith the two channel stereo system the relative amplitudes of the

sounds give positional information. Signals from the left hand end
of the 'stage' only travel on the A channel. Signals from the right
hand end are only on the B channel. Signals from the centre are

presented equally to both channels.

Because of this, interchannel differences will not aifect signals

coming from each end of the 'stage' as these are only conveyed on orie

channel each. The interchannel differences will have maximum effect

on centre stage sounds — the effect decreasing towards the ends.

Stereo perception is most sensitive in the middle of the audio

spectrum. This is because the distance between an average person^

ears is about eight inches, which, is about half a wavelength at 0CX."!

Below this frequency the difference in sound pressure at the two ears

will fall at 6 dB per octave as the wavelength increases. At the high
frequencies a slight movement of the head would cover several cycles

and so directional information is difficult to detect. It has been

found that at the higher frequencies it is the ph.^se relationships

between the envelopes of the signals which determines the effect. Ihi:

means that it is the difference in the time of arrival of the signals
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\vhach is important.

The Mono Listener

As the systen. is to be oompstible a mono listener must be able to
receive signals from the stereo system as well as the stereo listener.

The mono listener receives a signal which is the average of the A and
B signals (M = )• Interchannel distortions will thus affect him -
particularly interchannel phase differences.

4, Interchannel Gain Differences

The stereo listener is affected by interchannel gain differences
particularly when a) they affect the middle of the audio range and
b) the source of material is mono or centre stage stereo.

The effect of a gain difference is to move the stereo image from a
central point towards the loudspeaker of the channel with the higher
gain.

Vlien the gain varies over the frequency range the effect is to spread
the image over a wider angle as different frequency sounds come from
different por.-.tions.

The mono listener hears the average of the tvo channels. As long ab
both channels are within the mono limits the oorapatable mono signal will
also be satisfactory,

s. Interchannel Phase Differences

Interchannel phase differences have a maximum effect when the signal
source is mono or centre stage stereo.

For a stereo listener phase differences produce a movement of the
image centre. This movement is quite slight.

For the mono listener the phase difference produces an amplitude
variation. VvTien the phase difference is 90 the mono signal is 5 dB
down, 180° causes complete cancellation.

As a result it is the mono listener who is usually affected by phase
differences.
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Crosstalk

Crosstalk is not usually troublesome on lines. Vhen it occur:; It":

usual effect is to reduce the stage width. However, ii' the crnsstal.^

is out of phase the sta^:e width can be increased or the image can be

spread.

Distortions Due to Lines

If two lines are equalised to mono specification there may still bo

a considerable difference between them. For example, if one line hns

a 2 dB spread such that it is +2 dB at 10 kHz while the other line,

also with a 2 dB spread, is -2 dB at 10 kHz then an interchannel gain

difference of 4 dB will result at 10 kHz. See fig. 1.
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Amplitude difference between two lines.

With phase difference many factors have to' be considered, hut there?

are two main ones. The first of these is the difference in the lengths

of the lines - this causes a phase difference which increases at h.f.

The second factor is the possibility of having different types and number;-

of amplifiers in each of the routes - this will cause a phase difference

increasing at h.f. and l.f. (see fig. 2.)
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Figure 2. Phase differences between two lines

There is some evidence to show that there is a variation in the

phase characteristics of different amplifiers of the same type,
is particularly so with valve amplifiers.

Repeating coils and equalisers contribute to the phase differences
between circuits when different types or numbers of them are used.

Repeating coils only insert a few degrees at each end of the frequency

range. With equalisers the effect rarely exceeds 45 even with high
basic loss. With low basic losses the phase shift of an equaliser

is only a few degrees.

Tolerances

From work carried out by the BBC Research Department and others,

•perceptible' limits for the distortions have been found. In addition

a wider set of 'acceptable' limits have also been given which, on most

types of programme material will give almost imperceptible distortions.

These limits apply to the overall system from source to listener.

Additional work has been carried out to establish the tolerances for

the line transmission part of the system. For O.B. circuits two
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tolerances have nov been set. The tighter tolerance is the ib-l ̂
target but as it is not always possible to meet this a v.i er . .
oractical limits has also been establish^._
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Figure 5. n.B. Line tolerances - amplitude diiferacgs
With working tolerances it is convenient to haie a ^tepp. '

„ther than a slope as it is "easier to see when a circuit is out-o,-
limits.

Fig. 6 shows the perceptible limits for phase distortions i'or a
stereo listener. At l.f. this is approximately a curve rising
inversely proportional to frequency and reaching 90 at about
At h.f. it corresponds to a time difference of about BOO pS.
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Figure 6. Perceptible limit for Phase Difference for a stereo listen^

The above curve would have disastrous effects for the mono listener
as 90° corresponds to corresponds to 3 dB down and 180 to cancellatitn.

As a result a tighter tolerance is necessary if the system is to be
compatible.

Pig. 7 shows the C.C.I.H. agreed limit for the perceptible and
acceptable differences.
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Figure 8. O.B. line tolerances - phase differences

Q, Transmission in M and 3 form

The distortions which occur on lines have a different effect or.

the listener when the signals are sent in M and S lorr to trose i.

A and 3 form.

At the source M = A B and S = A - B.
2 2

If the S channel has got x times the gain of the M channel we will

have at the receiving end of the system:-

M' = M & S' = xS

A' = M' + S' = A + B + x(A - B)
2 2

= A(1+x) + B(1 - x)
2 2

Thus the A output now has a component of B in addition to the orio'pr'"'

A signal. This is crosstalk.

If X is 0.9, the G channel is lO^o down in gain. A' then becot>-s

equal to:-

1.9 A + B
2 2

i.e. the A component is 5% down and the crosstaik component is

of the original B signal. This is a crosstalk separation ff

only 26 dB.

With phase distortion the same effect is produced. A phase

difference of 10° will give a crosstalk separation of only 21 dP.

The effects of interchannel differences on an M ><■ S transmiss i-r

are:-
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(a) the mono listener is not affected - the Ki signal is received via

one channel,

(b) the Stereo Listener is affected to a much greater extent than
either a mono or a stereo listener using A and B transmission

over the same system.

R.L. Kendall/VC
50th Anril 1975




